
PRODUCT DATA

Distillery tomcat Timi / is always at our 
side / catches the mice around our distillery / but 
above all loves being petted and lazing around.

Edelweiss / beautiful, strictly protected alpine 
flower with white felt flower petals / symbol of 
the Swiss Alps / also called the «immortal».

Double distilled / two distilling runs in 
our copper pot stills / lower yield / fine brandy 
obtained with a very soft aroma.

Packaging    Gift Box
Bottle size    700 ml
Alcohol content    43% Alc./Vol.
Article No.    16362
Case size     6 bottles
EAN bottle    7610224163622
EAN case     07610224428721

Brand  Fassbind Fine Eau-de-Vie
Origin  Switzerland

Fruit  Region of Central Switzerland
Ageing  Rests for at least two years
  in stainless steel tanks
  in the cellars of our distillery

Colour  Crystal clear.

Nose  Strong and crisp, overwhelming aroma of fresh  
  ripe raspberries with hints of honey sweetness  
  and fresh foliage.

Palate  Very soft, dry and yet fresh, with pleasant   
  sweetness, sparkling aromas of ripe raspberries  
  and home-made, freshly baked muffins.

Finish  Long, fruity and opulent finish, very pleasant.

This noble raspberry spirit is made from fresh and 
ripe Swiss raspberries from the Central Switzerland 
region and impresses with its fantastic fruity aroma.

First, a spirit is made from the fresh raspberries. For 
this purpose, the fruits are carefully macerated in 
pure raw alcohol to release the typical fruit aromas. 
Then it is double-distilled according to a special 
recipe specially developed by our master distiller. 
This means a lower yield, but the fine spirit obtained 
is impressive with its soft aroma and pronounced 
fruitiness.

The raspberry spirit obtained in this way then rests 
to reach perfection in stainless steel tanks in our 
historic cellars for at least two years and is then 
carefully blended by our cellar master. This gives 
this fine spirit the extremely fruity, sparkling fresh 
delicacy that connoisseurs appreciate.

FASSBIND FINE EAU-DE-VIE
RASPBERRY SPIRIT

Raspberry / very popular soft fruit / spirit is 
mainly obtained through maceration / strong, 
fresh fruit aroma / Swiss raspberries from the 
Central Switzerland region. 
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